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Once upon a time there was a prince who wanted a 

princess to marry. He was told that there was only Qne way 

to be certain that a woman was a real princess -- while 

sleeping in a bed made up of 10 soft mattresses she must be 

able to feel a pea at the bottom of the pile. The prince had 

many women come and sleep in the bed and, lo and behold, one 

finally compained about the pea beneath the mattresses. She 

was the real princess. 

Our society is one for peas and princesses. It is a 

society in which princesses are the ones who are valued, and 

the criteria for qualifying -as .a princess are such things as 

the pea test. Those who do .not qualify are not only rejected, 

they are actually thrown away. 

Alvin Toffler in his recent Future Shock describes our 

society as "the throw-away society11 (i). He catalogues all the 

things that we make specifically to be thrown away --· napkins, 

towels, plates, pans,bottles, cans toothbrushes, toys, dresses 

even disposable paper wedding gowns. We have, he maintains, a 

throw-away mentality. What Toffler forgot to include in his list 

is people. We throw away people witn almost the same efficiency 

as we throw away objects. We throw them away by labeling them 

with such names as mentally retarded, mentally ill, alcoholic, 

drug addict, physically handicapped, orphan, offender, poor, 

black, brown, Indian -- we have many labels available. We throw 

them away because they cannot pass tne pea test and other such 
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profound criteria which we use to determine our princesses. 

There are millions of these people. 

The question, "how should people care?", then, must be 

expanded to "how should people care in a society which throws 

people away as readily as ours does?" This is the first 

qualification which must be put on our topic. Is it possible 

to care or to create a system which cares in the midst of a 

throw-away society? I do not know. I do know we must try, 

through I am not optimistic about the outcome. Our tradition 

of caring only for our princesses runs very deep -- the rest 

are discarded as factory rejects, as marginal men, as inadequate 

dropouts. And our Judea-Christian heritage has given us power

ful, if unstated, rationalizations for throwing people away. 

The throw-aways are the way they are because it is God.' s will, 

or because they are paying for their sins, or because they did 

not work hard enough and thus were not rewarded. We have 

religious rationalizations for throwing people away and those 

are the most effective rationalizations of all. 

The second qualification which must be put on our topic 

is confusion about the medical model. Those that we label 

"mentally retarded" and most of the other non-princesses of our 

society are not sick. They need help of various kinds, and they 

may be disabled, but they are not sick in the same s.ense that a 

person with rheumatic fever or cancer is sick. And if we try 

and transpose the solutions for our medical ·care system over to 
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the rejects of our society, we will end up in a semantic, 

organizational and economic muddle. ·· 

Within the limits of these two qualifications, then, how 

should people care? I would suggest that the answer lies 

within the manpower system -- the people who are being paid to 

do the caring. And I .would suggest that the immediate abolition 

of the present system would be the most important first step 

which could be taken toward achieving a system in which people · 

care. Within the institutions and facilities which claim to be 

providing care for our non-princesses we should abolish all present 

job categories, all titles, all pay scales. The manpower system 

is archaic and counterproductive -- the selection of people is 

illogical, their training is irrelevant, the rewards system of 

their ·work is antithetical to caring, and they bankrupt the system. 

, This indictment is especially true of the "professionals II in the 

manpower system. Although once the term 11professional 11 connoted 

advanced learning related to specific job skills, the two have 

now become separated. In the care system for society's drop outs, 

the advanced learning of professionals is most often not related 

to any job skills related to their actual jobs. The term 11pro

fessional11 is left connoting only advanced degr.ees, high pay, 

and high status. It is even becoming a derogatory term. It is 

time to abolish it and start again. 

Let me illustrate this in the context of what we call 

"mental retardation." There are said to be approximately six 

... 
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million of these non-princesses. Of these approximately 

200,000 are institutionalized. (An institution is our name 

for one kind of throw-away coµtainer for throw-away pe9ple.) 

In 1965 these 200,000 individuals were cared for by 73,000 

full-time personnel. Thus there was almost one staff person 

for every two retarded persons. These included: 

42,000 attendants and practical nurses 

2,500 registered nurses 

1,526 teachers 

1,271 occupational therapists, physiotherapists, etc. 

869 social workers 

636 physicians (including 147 psychiatrists) 

394 psychologists and 

18,000 others 

The usual respon~e to figures such as these is to say that they 

areinsufficient and that we need more personnel. Especially, it 

is said, we need more professionals. 

I would like to suggest that we do not need more personnel 

but rather that we need different personnel. In the case of 

professionals we may even need fewer of them. Imagine for a 

moment that we could abolish all the above job categories in 

institutions for the mentally retarded. We could then take all 

the salaries, $314 million in 1965, and put them into a single 

pool. Next we would do an analysis of all the jobs that need 

to be done in these institutions. Many of the jobs could be 
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done by the people in the institutions themselves, as any ward 

attendant can testify. And,of course, they would be paid. 

Others require people with· certain personality characteristics. 

A few of the jobs would require specific training. For the 

jobs requiring certain personality characteristics (such as 

empathy, genuiness, warmth, and respect for other people), we 

would select such individuals. For the few jobs which require 

specific training, we would delineate the most appropriate 

course of training and set up a training program. All of the 

people would then be paid out of the $314 million on the basis 

of what they actually do, not on the basis of their degrees. 

The above scheme is not fanciful. If we have any hopes of 

achieving a system that cares for the non-princesses of our 

society, then we must move in this direction. We must move 

toward the abolition of professionals. Professionalism once 

meant an attitude of caring and set of skills needed for the 

task. It now means status and a set of degrees. 

First take the process of selection. Most of the 73,000 

jobs in the institutions for mentally retarded have pre-requisites 

of various degrees or diplomas, from a medical degree to a high 

school diploma. For the position of director, for instance, I 

examined the 1969 directory of public facilities for the 

mentally retarded and found that the directors included: (2) 
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87 individuals with an M.D. 
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What I would like to know is what relationship these degrees 

have to the job that these individuals are asked to do. This 

is true of every job in these institutions. We select people 

for these jobs because of their demonstarated ability to 

intellectually achieve in educational institutions whereas we 

should be selecting people because of their demonstrated 

ability to care. The two do not necessarily. coincide. 

Even for the small number of these individuals who do need 

special training for their jobs, the current training •programs 

are irrelevant. A psychiatrist is a prize example. Psychiatrists 

are trained for 7 or 8 years after they finish college. Yet 

there is increasing evidence that most of the psychiatric jobs 

can be done by people with far less training (3, 4). This 

training, incidentally, costs a minimum of $100,000 in public 

funds -- usually considerably more • . 
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It should also be noted that the rewards system for the 

work of these individuals is; like their training, often anti

thetical to caring. It is the individual who scores high on 

examinations or who has been there longest who is promoted. 

Little consideration is given to how well the person cares, 

how much he is liked by the "patients" he is supposed to be 

caring for, how much he is able to raise the patients• self

esteem, etc. We pay lip service to these virtues but we do not 

reward them. A professional who changes a cold locked ward for 

forgotten people to a warm open home for people living together 

is not likely to be rewarded unless he writes it up and publishes 

it. And then he is rewa~ded not for what he has done but for 

the professional publication. 

In order to correct this, it will be necessary to do two 

things. First, all fl:mds for service must be completely separated 

from . funds for research. Each should be identified very clearly. 

As long as institutions have to rely on professionals who are 

bringing in .federal or foundation grant money for their research, 

then the people in these institutions will inevitably be regarded 

as means to an end a research end -- and not as ends in them-

selves. Secondly the training of professionals must be radically 

revised so that the trainees themselves choose their teachers. 

They must not be exposed primarily to research-oriented, publica

tion-hungry role models but rather be allowed to choose models 

whose only interest is patient care. Some of the trainees will 

... 
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do this. This will call for a fundamental revision of the 

training system; I ha.ve outline4this elsewhere. (5) 

The final indictment against the professionals is tha.t 

they bankrupt the system. The total cost of maintaining the 

public institutions for th~ mei;itally retarded in 1965 was 

$405 million. Of this $314 million was for wages and salaries (6). 

Food, supplies, and all other purchased provisions only came to 

$43 million. It is the personnel, then, who account for the 

vast majority of expenses. The more degrees they ha.ve, the 

more it co-sts to hire them even though their jobs could be done 

by someone with far less training. If we could just take every 

$28,ooo job in these institutions 'and replace it with two $14,ooo 

jobs in which the person was selected and trained more appropriately 

we would ha.Ve started in the right direction. Another very ef

fective way to save money on salaries which could then be used 

to hire other people is to bring in a National Service Corps to 

help staff our institutions. 

In summary, I am suggesting tha.t the major impediments to 

realizing how people should care are the people themselves who 

are supposed to be ~aring. They are impediments because they 

are selected illogically, trained irrelevantly, rewarded by a 

system which is antithetical to caring, and paid on the basis of 

academic achiev·ement rather than job abi"lity. It is the personnel 

themselves -- especially the professionals who are the yoke 

on· the neck of progress (7). 
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This is not a traditional nor a popular answer to the 

question, "how should people care?" Since most of the answers 

come from the people in charge of the system, there is an under

standable reluctance to look at ourselves. More often we look 

around outside and suggest answers such as the need to nationalize 

the system, the need to reo~ganize the system, the nee4 for com
munity control, or the need for more 
money. There is a grain of truth in all these answers but they 

are not in-and-of-themselves sufficient. They may be called 

necessary but not sufficient conditions. 

Nationalization of the care system may accomplish many 

things but better care is not necessarily one of them. It may, 

for instance, decrease our present two-class system of care. 

But if our general level of care is mediocre, then all that has 

been accomplished is to make the mediocrity available to everyone 

regardless of income. You can nationalize the present system 

until it is red, white and blue but you will not necessarily get 

better care as long as the personnel and manpower system remains 

intact. 

Calling for reorganization of health teams and the delivery 

system is also desirable but by itself will produce little im

provement. In fact insofar as it increases professionalism, it 

may even decrease the level of care. You can~ for instance, 

take the 73,000. individuals who staff institutions for the mentally 

retarded and organize, systemative, unionize, economize, and even 

canonize them but as long as they are selected, trained, and 
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rewarded in the same way, you will not have gained much. 

To call for community control is similarly desirable but 

not by itself any real answer. It can even be illusory for the 

community ca.n, if given the opportunity, be as self-serving as 

any single individual in charge o~ a care system. Communities 

have at times been harsh and brutal toward their non-princesses; 

at other times they have been humane. To promote community 

control as~ answer may be to offer a placebo rather than a . 

panacea. 

Finally almost everyone calls for more money as a method of 

improving the caresystem. It is an easy answer but it is not a 

real answer. The facts are that the United States already spends 

a greater percentage of its gross national product on care systems 

than many other countries. Yet our care systems are comparatively 

mediocre. If I had to be labeled as mentally retarded (or as 

virtually any other kind of non-princess) and I had to choose a 

country to be born in, the United States is well down the list 

of countries I would choose. More money without massive changes 

in the personnel system will accomplish very· little. It may only, 

as Cervantes said, ~cover a dung hill with a piece of tapestry 

when a procession goes by. 11 

It is important that we answer the question, 11how should 

we care?" For the index of care that a society provides for its 

non-princesses is much more important than its gross national 

product, its growth rate, or its control 0f the world 1 s markets. 

The index of care is the true index of civilization -- the rest 

is just existence. 
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